
English literature is never far from a fight, whether 
it’s as a bone of contention in debates about 
elitism, or the battleground in disputes about 

dumbing down. This month the war is not just over 
which ‘classic’ texts belong on reading lists or how 
students should be examined; this time it’s about how 
we judge the literature of today.

Controversy was sparked last year by comments 
from Man Booker judges who deemed ‘readability’ and 
fast-paced narratives to be crucial qualities for a literary 
novel.  This year, the pendulum has swung back, and 
the books on the shortlist for the Man Booker Prize 
are being heralded for ‘the power and depth of [their] 
prose’.

One of the candidates, Will Self ’s Umbrella, 
certainly does anything but ‘zip along’. It has 
no chapters, no punctuation to mark speech, 

few paragraphs and its narrative mode is a 
stream of consciousness that contains all 

manner of thought: direct thoughts, 
intensified thoughts, descriptive 

thoughts and digressive 
thoughts — right down 

to the seemingly random 
fragments of pop songs that 

get stuck in a character’s head. 

Self’s the man
So why persevere with such a difficult book when we 
could bask in the simple pleasures of a conventional 
story?  As is often the case for good art of any type, 
the form suits the subject matter. The author himself 
has explained how his book’s structure resembles an 
umbrella in motion: early scenes are tightly furled and 

The battle of the books

then expand outwards, until a pivotal scene 
when the umbrella is blown backwards on 
itself as if hit by a powerful gust of wind.  That 
scene is when Self ’s protagonist undergoes 
a mental collapse and lapses into full-
blown encephalitis lethargica — the sleeping 
sickness that results in her entering a kind of 
coma, which lasts for more than five decades.  

Further justifications may be found 
in Self ’s modernist antecedents. In ‘Mr 
Bennett and Mrs Brown’, Virginia Woolf 
criticises the limitations of conventional 
novelists:

‘ They have looked very powerfully, 
searchingly, and sympathetically out of the 
window; at factories, at Utopias, even the 
decoration and upholstery of the carriage; 
but…never at life, never at human nature. ’The reality of 

experience
While the subject matter of Self ’s 
oeuvre could hardly be considered 
realistic — Great Apes, for example, 
features a protagonist whose girlfriend 
transforms into a chimpanzee — he has 
often made use of the typical novelistic 
tools of third person and past tense. 
With Umbrella things are different. 
Like the great modernists, Self has 
moved from telling the story 
from the outside in to telling 
the story from the inside 
out, and as he 
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Activities

1 Read Virginia Woolf’s ‘Mr Bennett and 
Mrs Brown’. A copy may be viewed at 
http://www.columbia.edu/~em36/
MrBennettAndMrsBrown.pdf

Think about what she means by saying 
that ‘on or about December, 1910, human 
character changed’.

2 Read some classic modernist fiction, such as 
Woolf’s To the Lighthouse, or Joyce’s Ulysses. 
If you find some of the Joyce tough going, 
focus on a few chapters, such as 4 (‘Calypso’), 
8 (‘Lestrygonians’) or 18 (‘Penelope’).  
Despite the last chapter famously having no 
punctuation, you’ll find it surprisingly easy to 
follow and enjoy.

3 Read some more recent fiction that does 
interesting things with point of view.  Bret 
Easton Ellis’s American Psycho (1991) is a satire 
of 1980s greed and a great example of the 
sustained use of first person and the present 
continuous tense. One novel that puts you 
right into the action is Jay McInerney’s Bright 
Lights, Big City (1984); the book uses the 
present tense and is written entirely in the 
second person.

Weblinks to follow up
Keep up to date with Man Booker developments: 
www.themanbookerprize.com

The Observer’s Alex Clark on this year’s prize:  
www.tinyurl.com/8q59och

Will Self’s website features many helpful links:  
http://will-self.com

Will Self interviewed on the BBC’s Today programme: 
www.tinyurl.com/coyh9td

Find out more about our full range  
of magazines and online archives  
of back issues at www.philipallan.
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captures the ebb and flow of his characters’ thoughts 
he not only finds a narrative mode appropriate to the 
nature of his story, but also moves closer to the reality 
of experience. As he put it in a recent interview:

‘ the only way to articulate the real kind of feel of 
human experience and its directness is by inserting 
one’s self into the individual consciousness in its 
continuous present, because it’s always now in our 
minds. ’Capturing the reality of experience and articulating 

truths about human nature are laudable aims, yet the 
closer we get to rendering reality, the further we move 
from readability. Few readers sustain full concentration 
on all 265, 000 words of James Joyce’s Ulysses. Although 
they might be captivated by Bloom’s thoughts as he 
sips burgundy in Davy Byrnes and recalls his tryst 
with Molly on Howth Head, attention is likely to have 
waned at some points during Stephen’s intellectual 
musings as he strides along Sandymount Strand. 

The signpost of accessible fiction might point to 
beach novels or bonkbusters, but the destination 
of experimental writing is the almost unreadable  
Finnegans Wake. This year’s Man Booker may mark a 
triumph of experimentalism over accessibility, but I 
doubt if the pleasures of readability will ever go away.
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